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Novel smart environments, such as smart home, smart city, and intelligent transportation, are driving increasing interest in
deploying deep neural networks (DNN) in edge devices. Unfortunately, deploying DNN at resource-constrained edge devices
poses a huge challenge.*ese workloads are computationally intensive. Moreover, the edge server-based approachmay be affected
by incidental factors, such as network jitters and conflicts, when multiple tasks are offloaded to the same device. A rational
workload scheduling for smart environments is highly desired. In this work, we propose a Conflict-resilient Incremental
Offloading of Deep Neural Networks at Edge (CIODE) for improving the efficiency of DNN inference in the edge smart en-
vironment. CIODE divides the DNN model into several partitions by layer and incrementally uploads them to local edge nodes.
We design a waiting lock-based scheduling paradigm to choose edge devices for DNN layers to be offloaded. In detail, an advanced
lock mechanism is proposed to handle concurrency conflicts. Real-world testbed-based experiments demonstrate that, compared
with other state-of-the-art baselines, CIODE outperforms the DNN inference performance of these popular baselines by 20% to
70% and significantly improves the robustness under the insight of neighboring collaboration.

1. Introduction

In recent years, deep neural networks (DNN) have been
widely used in edge environments. From smart home [1]
and smart city [2] to automatic driving [3], everyday
objects around us are becoming “smarter,” by integrating
terminals related to daily life and realizing a smart, safe,
convenient, artistic, and energy-saving environment
based on DNNs. According to Internet Data Center
(IDC) [4], there will be 41.6 billion edge devices deployed
in smart environments by 2025, and their computing

capability will gradually increase. Such a large number of
smart terminals will bring about many challenges. As a
new paradigm to deal with these challenges, edge intel-
ligence [5] is widely regarded as a key technology to
realize various ideas of the next generation of the Internet
(e.g., Tactile Internet) [6]. It collects computing resources
and storage resources distributed in smart environments
to perform computing-intensive or delay-critical com-
puting tasks on edge devices. However, DNN applications
are too computationally intensive to execute on a re-
source-constrained edge node.
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To solve the above problem, a traditional strategy is to
upload computing tasks to a central cloud server [7] and run
DNN computing tasks with the powerful hardware platform
of the server. It requires the DNN model to be preinstalled
on the target server. Similarly, in edge environments, edge
nodes can send their DNN computing tasks to nearby
general edge servers [8]. However, the hardware capacity of
edge servers is much smaller than that of centralized servers,
and it is impossible for edge servers to store a large number
of DNN models [9].

In recent years, studies have proposed using edge nodes
and edge servers to collaboratively execute DNN. A popular
method is to upload DNN models from edge nodes to edge
servers on demand for DNN computation. Neurosurgeon
[10] is a work that uses the DNN partition scheme to col-
laboratively execute DNN. Neurosurgeon divides the DNN
model into the front part and the rear part. *e edge node
executes the front part, and the edge server runs the rear part
using the delivered matrix and sends the output matrix back
to the edge node. Neurosurgeon proved that the collaborative
execution of DNN is effective, but it is based on an edge-cloud
server with preinstalled DNN models, which does not meet
the vision of uploading DNNmodels on demand. IONN [11]
and its follow-up work, Enhanced IONN [12], used the DNN
partition scheme to collaboratively execute DNN.*ey divide
the DNN model into several partitions and upload them to
the edge server in order. *e edge server builds the DNN
model incrementally, so it is allowed to start part of the DNN
execution before uploading is completed. However, they have
the problem of running gaps due to large DNN partitions.
Moreover, they rely on a single edge server, which is easily
affected by network jitters and other unstable factors. It will
cause congestion and increased time cost and become un-
stable. Now, the most promising method is to completely
push computing tasks to the edge of the Internet, even
without the assistance of edge servers.

Collaborating multiple edge nodes to perform DNN tasks
is an effective solution. *e advantage of this approach is to
reduce dependence on the cloud server and improve stability.
Unfortunately, runningDNN applications at edge faces its own
challenges. Edge devices cannot meet the computing re-
quirements of most DNN applications. For this reason, a lot of
researches investigated effective methods of deploying DNN to
the edge. NestDNN [13] and the work in [14] can efficiently
merge the limited resources in the edge cluster to maximize the
performance of all parallel applications. Deep*ings [15]
minimizes memory usage and communication costs by fusing
early convolutional layers and parallelizing these layers in
multiple devices. Despite all these efforts, improving the effi-
ciency of DNN applications without reducing the model ac-
curacy and processing the DNN queries in real time present
ongoing challenges to us.

In this work, we explore parallel execution of DNN
inference across multiple edge nodes. *is does not require
additional model adjustment or hardware deployment. A
typical application we envisioned for our work is the local
smart home. In this scenario, the computing tasks of the
smart device can be offloaded to the smart device inside the
house. For example, the smart door lock can request the

smart refrigerator and the smart air conditioner to perform
facial unlocking tasks. Furthermore, this work may be ex-
tended to other applications, including smart cities and
Internet of vehicles [16].

Specifically, we propose the Conflict-resilient Incremental
Offloading of Deep Neural Networks at Edge (CIODE) for
improving the efficiency of DNN inference at the edge smart
environment. We design an algorithm to determine the col-
laborative computing strategy. We also effectively deal with
concurrency conflict exceptions to ensure the execution effi-
ciency ofDNNapplications. Experimental evaluation shows that
CIODE can dynamically select collaboration targets among
trusted edge clusters. By collaborating with multiple edge nodes
for DNN computing, it effectively avoids the influence of un-
stable factors and ensures the execution efficiency of DNN
applications.

*e primary contributions of this paper are listed as
follows:

(1) In order to completely push the computing tasks of
DNN applications to the edge of the network, after
studying the challenges that need to be overcome to
execute DNN applications in collaboration with
multiple edge nodes, we found some problems that
may delay the execution of DNN applications, such
as concurrency conflict exceptions, network jitters,
and deadlocks.

(2) In order to improve the performance of DNN ap-
plications and solve the above problems, we propose
the CIODE. CIODE can dynamically select collab-
orative targets among trusted edge clusters and
collaborate with multiple targets to execute DNN
applications. We also design an advanced lock
mechanism for CIODE to handle concurrent conflict
exceptions. In this way, CIODE can improve the
query performance while enhancing the robustness
of DNN applications.

(3) We implement CIODE as well as other baselines in a
real edge computing environment consisting of edge
devices with different hardware configurations and
support image recognition with DNN models. Ex-
perimental results show that CIODE can improve the
inference efficiency of DNN models, handle con-
currency conflict exceptions, and significantly im-
prove the robustness of the system while ensuring
performance.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
details the related work. Section 3 establishes a graph
model to clarify optimization goals. Section 4 introduces
our method and its algorithm in detail. Section 5 conducts
a comprehensive evaluation. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

*e technologies that support DNN applications fall into
two categories: cloud-based approaches and edge-only ap-
proaches. Cloud-based approaches offload DNNs to cloud
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servers. Edge-only approaches execute DNNs only on a
single edge device or a small Internet of*ings (IoT) cluster.

2.1. Cloud-Based Approaches. Cloud-based approaches
[10–12, 17–24] offload all (i.e., cloud-only) or part (i.e., edge-
cloud collaboration) of the DNN computation to the cloud
server. Neurosurgeon [10] dynamically divides the DNN
model into the front part and the rear part. *e edge node
executes the front part, and the edge server runs the rear part
using the delivered matrix and sends the output matrix back
to the edge node. However, Neurosurgeon is based on a
cloud server with preinstalled DNNmodels, and its partition
algorithm does not consider the upload overhead. In case the
model is not preinstalled when offloading remotely, IONN
[11] and its follow-up work, Enhanced IONN [12], divide the
DNN model into several partitions and upload them to the
edge server in order, which builds the DNN model incre-
mentally. In [17], some DNN computing tasks are offloaded
to the cloud to minimize delay and resource consumption.
Hu C et al. [19] designed an adaptive DNN splitting algo-
rithm, which can find the optimal splitting strategy under
dynamic and time-varying network conditions. Ren et al.
[20] further transformed the original joint communication
and computing resource allocation problem into an
equivalent convex optimization problem and used convex
optimization theory to obtain a closed-form computing
resource allocation strategy. Gazzaz et al. [21] proposed a
collaborative system solution in which the videos uploaded
on edge nodes can be tagged and collaboratively analyzed.
Wang et al. [22] described the computation offloading
problem in the multiaccess edge environment as a deep
sequential model based on reinforcement learning, which
can automatically discover the common patterns behind
various applications. In order to minimize the execution
delay between the client and the edge server, PerDNN [23]
uses the server’s GPU statistics to split DNN models. Xu
et al. [24] focus on offloading DNNs based on one or more
cloudlets to minimize the energy consumption or maximize
the inference requests.

However, the above cloud-based approaches all depend
on unpredictable cloud availability and unstable commu-
nication. In addition, the above approaches also have the risk
of exposing privacy, and the information security cannot be
guaranteed. On the contrary, our work can effectively avoid
the above problems such as running gaps, network jitters,
and information security by layering partitions and col-
laborate with multiple edge nodes for DNN execution.

2.2. Edge-Only Approaches. Edge-only approaches
[13–15, 25–32] execute DNNs only on a single edge device or
a small IoT cluster. NestDNN [13] can efficiently use the
limited resources in edge clusters and maximize the per-
formance of all parallel applications. *e work in [14]
summarizes the computing resource of several edge nodes to
achieve efficient, dynamic, and real-time identification.
Deep*ings [15] minimizes memory usage and communi-
cation costs by fusing early convolutional layers and par-
allelizing these layers in multiple devices. In [25], the authors

enable the utilization of the aggregated computing capability
of several IoT devices by creating a local collaborative
network for a subset of DNNs. In this approach, IoTdevices
cooperate to conduct single-batch inferencing in real time.
Modnn [27] uses multiple edge devices to perform DNN
inference and accelerate task inference by reducing the
computational cost and memory usage of a single device.
Edge accelerators [30] use dynamic methods to determine
the best split across layers. When model compression or
model splitting is used, they provide delay and bandwidth
advantages for cross-layer and cross-layer split processing.
Reference [31] proposes a technique to divide a DNN into
multiple partitions that can be processed locally by end
devices or offloaded to one or multiple powerful nodes, such
as in fog networks.

Our work falls into the category of collaborative DNN
inference inmultiple edge nodes.*is method can effectively
protect the privacy [32] and is not easily affected by unstable
factors. In this way, by reasonably selecting collaboration
targets among trusted edge devices to execute DNN ap-
plications, it improves the efficiency of DNN applications
while protecting privacy. At the same time, it also effectively
avoids the influence of the network jitter.

3. Problem Definition

*e neural network execution graph can intuitively repre-
sent the process and the overhead of collaborative execution.
*ere are some edge nodes (D1,D2. . .,Dk) in Figure 1.*ey
can request each other for collaborative computing. For the
convenience of description, we take D1 as the requester and
D2 to Dk as the set of trusted devices of D1. *is simple
neural network model has three layers (A, B, and C), and
each layer has two nodes corresponding to each trusted
device. In this figure, the leftmost nodes belong to the
requester, and nodes on the right correspond to each
trusted device. *e path between nodes belonging to the
requester means local execution. *e path between the
node belonging to the requester and the node belonging to
the trusted device means the transmission of input or
output data. *e path between nodes belonging to the
trusted device in the same layer indicates that it is executed
on the trusted device.

In addition, we add weight to each path to represent the
cost. Some paths have zero weight (the dashed path in
Figure 1) because there is no computation or transmission
overhead involved. When the DNN application is installed
on the edge node, the device will run its DNN model and
record the execution time of each DNN layer. However, the
collaboration target cannot know which DNN model will be
executed. To predict the execution time, it runs different
DNN models with different layer parameters during de-
ployment to perform linear regression on the execution data
of DNN layers, as [10] does.

Also, the layer upload time and data transmission time
can be calculated by dividing the size of layer or data by the
current network speed. Before offloading, the current net-
work speed is measured in real time and used to accurately
estimate the transmission delay. *is can be adapted to
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various network situations. *e current network speed is
calculated by the following formula:

N �
delivered
interval

·
1
8
, (1)

where N is the current network speed, delivered is the
number of responding data packets, and interval is the time
taken to respond to the above data packet. Among them,
(delivered/interval) calculates the real-time bandwidth.

*e transmission time includes the upload time of layers
and the transmission time of the input or output data, which
are calculated by formulas (2)–(4):

Ulayer �
Slayer

N
, (2)

where Ulayer estimates the layer upload time and Slayer is the
size of the layer.

Tinput �
Sinput

N
, (3)

where Tinput estimates the data transmission time of input
and Sinput is the size of the input data.

Toutput �
Soutput

N
, (4)

where Toutput estimates the data transmission time of output
and Soutput is the size of the output data.

*erefore, the overall delay of offloading layer i to the
target device can be calculated by the following formula:

Doffload(i) � Tinput(i) + Etarget(i) + Utarget(i) + Toutput(i),

(5)

where Doffload(i) estimates the overall delay of offloading and
running layer i. Etarget(i) is the predicted execution time of
layer i on target edge node. Utarget(i) is the upload time of
layer i on target edge node.

*e overall delay of offloading DNNmodels according to
the offloading strategy can be calculated by the following
formula:

Dtotal � 
i∈L

Elocal(i) + 
j∈O

Doffload(j), (6)

where Dtotal estimates the overall of offloading DNNmodels.
L is the set of layers executed locally. O is the set of offloaded
layers. Elocal(i) is the predicted execution time of layer i.
Doffload(j) is the overall delay of offloading layer j to another
device.

*ere is a special case where our neural network
execution graph does not work. *ere are some parallel
layers in the DNN structure; they share the output data
from the same layer and then pass their output data to
another layer. To solve this problem, first, we find the
dominators of the output layer. *ese dominators are the
layers that must be included in the path from input to
output [33]. In addition, we regard layers between two
neighboring dominators and the latter dominator as just
one layer. *en, the weight of the path in this layer is the
sum of the weights of the above layers.

*e shortest path on the neural network execution
graph includes which layers should be uploaded to
minimize execution time, and the direction of the path
can indicate the execution flow. For example, the re-
quester (D1) inputs DNN query to start execution. Layer
A is executed locally on D1, and the execution cost will be
represented by the weight of path 1⟶ 4. Layer B needs
to be uploaded to D2 for collaborative execution; then the
execution cost will be represented by the sum of the
weights of paths 4⟶ 5, 5⟶ 6, and 6⟶ 7. *e fol-
lowing layer C needs to be uploaded to D3 for collabo-
rative execution; then the execution cost will be
represented by the sum of the weights of paths 7⟶ 14,
14⟶ 15, and 15⟶ 16. In this way, the path from input
node (node 0) to output node (node 16) represents the
execution flow of executing the entire DNN task, that is,
0⟶ 1⟶ 4⟶ 5⟶ 6⟶ 7⟶ 14⟶ 15⟶ 16
(the red path in Figure 1). *e corresponding execution
process is as follows: first, D1 executes layer A locally and
then uploads layer B to D2 for execution and returns
output data; finally, it uploads layer C to D3 for execution
and returns the result. Now, the sum of the weights of the
path from node 0 to node 16 represents the overall delay
of executing the DNN task.

*erefore, the problem we are studying is how to de-
termine DNN layers that need to be uploaded, the upload
order, and collaboration targets, so as to improve inference
efficiency to achieve the lowest execution delay.
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Figure 1: Neural network execution graph.
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4. CIODE: Conflict-Resilient Incremental
Offloading of Deep Neural Networks at Edge

4.1. Overall Design. In this section, based on the neural
network execution graph (in Section 3), we propose the
CIODE. It can solve the optimization problem of how to
determine the DNN layers that need to be uploaded, the
upload order, and the collaborative devices during DNN
collaborative computation. In addition, we design the
waiting lock and the invalid lock to solve concurrency
conflict exceptions. By combining the waiting lock and the
invalid lock, CIODE can handle concurrency conflict ex-
ceptions and improve the execution efficiency of DNN
applications.

Figure 2 shows the overall design of CIODE, which is
divided into two phases, namely, the Planning phase and the
Offloading phase. In the Planning phase, firstly, each edge
node analyzes the structure of the DNN model and collects
information, including estimated waiting time, network
speed, available nodes, and prediction files. Secondly,
according to the above information, CIODE builds a mul-
tiple edge nodes DNN collaborative execution graph, de-
termines DNN layers that need to be uploaded, and records
the corresponding target nodes and then sorts based on
delay improvement. Finally, CIODE determines the off-
loading plan. In the Offloading phase, firstly, CIODE tries to
upload and run the DNN model according to the offloading
plan generated in the Planning phase. Secondly, CIODE
refers to the real-time information returned by the waiting
lock and the invalid lock to dynamically adjust the collab-
orative execution plan.We will introduce the Planning phase
and Offloading phase with details in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.2. 8e Planning Phase. *e purpose of offloading DNN
computing tasks is minimizing the execution overhead to
improve the quality of service (QoS) of DNN applications.
To this end, we design the CIODE Planning algorithm
(Algorithm 1), which first divides the DNN model into
partitions and then collects information, including esti-
mated waiting time, network speed, available nodes, and
prediction files. Due to the limited computing resource of
edge nodes, it is difficult for a normal edge node to execute
multiple DNN queries at the same time [34, 35]. We design
the waiting lock in which an edge node can only execute one
DNN query at a time; the other DNN queries are queued in
order and return the estimated waiting time to the requester.

*e estimated waiting time Wj of DNN query j is cal-
culated by the following formula:

Wj � 

j−1

i�0
Ui + Ei( , (7)

where Ui is the layer upload time of query i and Ei is the
predicted execution time of query i.

After considering the estimated waiting time, formula
(5) can be updated as

Doffload(i) � Tinput(i) + Wtarget + Etarget(i)

+ Utarget(i) + Toutput(i),
(8)

where Doffload(i) estimates the overall delay of offloading and
running layer i. Tinput(i) and Toutput(i) are the data trans-
mission times of input and output, respectively. Wtarget is the
estimated waiting time on the target edge node. Etarget(i) is
the predicted execution time of layer i on target edge node.
Utarget(i) is the upload time of layer i on target edge node.

Secondly, the multiple edge nodes DNN collaborative
execution graph is built. Next, the shortest path algorithm
based on topological sorting is used to find the shortest path
[36]. *en, DNN layers that need to be offloaded are de-
termined and the target edge node corresponding to each
layer is recorded. Here, the time complexity of this shortest
path algorithm is O(n) (n: the number of layers).

*en, the delay improvement of each layer is calculated.
*e delay improvement Dimpro is calculated by the following
formula:

Dimpro(i) � Dlocal(i) − Doffload(i), (9)

where Dimpro(i) estimates the delay improvement of off-
loading and running layer i. Dlocal(i) is the local execution
time of layer i. Doffload(i) is the overall delay of offloading
and running layer i.

Finally, the CIODE Planning algorithm takes delay
improvement as the benchmark, gives priority to the DNN
layer with the largest delay improvement, and generates the
offloading plan.

*e CIODE Planning algorithm is processed as
Algorithm 1.

*e input of Algorithm 1 is DNN models, prediction
files, network speed, and trusted devices set. *e output is
offloading plan plan. Lines 1–11 represent the main
function of the CIODE Planning algorithm. We first
initialize the variables (line 1) and then collect the es-
timated waiting time returned by the waiting lock of other
devices (line 2), the predicted execution time of each layer
corresponding to different devices (line 3), and other
information. In addition, we build a multiple edge nodes
DNN collaborative execution graph based on the input
information (line 4) and then find the shortest path and
record the id of the DNN layer belonging to the requestee
on the shortest path into candidates (line 5). Since the
shortest path is calculated according to the weight of the
path, the candidates have the id of the DNN layer that is
beneficial for efficiency improvement, and the remaining
layers will be executed locally. In addition, we sort the
layers corresponding to each id in the candidates
according to the delay improvement from largest to
smallest (line 7). Because uploading the front layers of
candidates first is most conducive to performance im-
provement, we use ppid to record the id of each target
edge node (line 8). *en, we sequentially put the layer id
and the corresponding ppid into the plan (line 9). Finally,
return plan, the offloading plan (line 10).
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4.3.8eOffloadingPhase. In this section, we upload and run
the DNN model according to the offloading plan generated
in the Planning phase. *en we design the CIODE Off-
loading algorithm (Algorithm 2), which includes the waiting
period and the execution period.

During the waiting period, the CIODE Offloading al-
gorithm will determine whether to replace the collaborative
target according to formula (10). If formula (10) is true, our
algorithm will replace the collaborative target. Formula (10)
is as follows:

min Ti(others) <Wi(k) + Ui(k) + Ei(k), (10)

where Wi(k) is the estimated waiting time of DNN query i

on device k. Ui(k) is the layer upload time of i on device k.
Ei(k) is the predicted execution time of i on device k.
min Ti(others)  estimates the minimum time of i to col-
laborate with new devices.

During the execution period, if the current uploading or
executing query is not completed as expected but the next
query starts to run as expected, a concurrency conflict ex-
ception will occur at this time. As the computing resources
of edge nodes are very limited, concurrency conflict ex-
ceptions will cause a system deadlock, and the subsequent
DNN requests will fall into a loop waiting. As a result, the

inference efficiency of CIODE will be much lower than
expected.

To address the above problem, we design an invalid lock
for CIODE. *e invalid lock will forcibly end the current
query when formula (11) is true.

Ucurrent + Ecurrent > 2 · Ui + Ei( , (11)

where Ucurrent is the current layer upload time. Ecurrent is the
current execution time. Ui is the predicted layer upload time
of query i. Ei is the predicted execution time of query i.

*at is, when a deadlock occurs, the occupying time would
be much longer than predicted. Moreover, in a real executing
environment, the time of uploading or executing might be
longer than the predicted time. So, we set the upper limit of the
occupied time to be twice the predicted execution time. If the
time limit is exceeded, the invalid lock will forcibly end the
relevant process. *e predicted time of the uploading or ex-
ecuting query will be doubled and returned to the requester.

*e CIODE Offloading algorithm is processed as
Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 inputs offloading plan plan,
waiting queue wait, predicted execution time exe, and
DNN request query and outputs the computation result
result. First, during the waiting period, our CIODE Off-
loading algorithm determines whether to replace the
collaboration device according to formula (10) (line 3). In
addition, if formula (10) is true, replace the collaboration

DNN model
Inputs

Edge devices Prediction files Waiting queue

DNN query

Partition Neural network
execution graph 

Execute on edge
devices 

Planning phase Offloading phase

One of the
requested nodes Network speed

Waiting lock Invalid lock Offloading

Request/
response

Figure 2: Overall architecture of CIODE.

(i) Input DNN models, prediction files, network speed, available devices set D (D1, D2,..., Dk);
(ii) Output plan;
0 function Planning:

(1) plan⟵ [], candidates⟵ [], ppid⟵ [], wait⟵ [], execute⟵[];
(2) update wait;//waiting queue of each device
(3) update execute;//the execution time of each layer corresponds to each device
(4) create the neural network execution graph ();
(5) candidates � shortest path ();
(6) ppid⟵ device id;
(7) candidates � candidates.sort ();//Sort according to the delay improvement
(8) update ppid;
(9) plan �makepair (candidates, ppid);
(10) return plan;
(11) End;

ALGORITHM 1: *e CIODE Planning algorithm.
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device, and upload DNN partitions to the new collabo-
ration device and wait for execution (lines 4–6). Finally,
execute the DNN query and return the result (lines
11–12).

An example scenario of the collaborative execution flow of
a single layer is given on the left side of Figure 3. We describe
the Offloading phase from the perspective of the smart glasses
on the right side of Figure 3. First, after an edge node receives
the requestR,R enters the waiting lock. In addition, the waiting
lock determines whether R is at the top of the waiting queue. If
R is not at the top of the waiting queue, return the estimated
waiting time to the smart glasses. At the same time, the smart
glasses will determine whether to replace the collaboration
device, and if there is a better choice, R will exit the current
waiting queue and replace the collaboration device. If there is
no better choice, R will continue to wait. If R is at the top of the
waiting queue, R will enter the invalid lock and start offloading
and execution. During offloading or execution, if a deadlock
occurs, the execution delay will be updated and returned to the
smart glasses, and the smart glasses will reconsider the off-
loading plan globally. Finally, if no deadlock occurs, offloading
and execution continue.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we conduct experimental evaluations to
validate the query efficiency, lock mechanism performance,
and robustness of CIODE. We first compare the inference
efficiency of different DNN execution strategies. Next, we
evaluate the performance of CIODE’s lock mechanism.
Finally, we demonstrate the robustness of CIODE in het-
erogeneous network conditions.

5.1. Experimental Setup

5.1.1. Workloads. In experiments, we focus on comparing
the inference efficiency of different DNN execution strate-
gies in heterogeneous network conditions. In addition, we

compare the performances of different schemes for handling
concurrency conflicts and we assume that the client re-
peatedly proposes DNN queries for image classification. In
this paper, each of posted results is the expectation value of
10 repeated experimental results.

5.1.2. Testbed. We implement CIODE on Caffe [37]. We use
three edge devices to simulate multiple edge nodes DNN
collaborative computing, namely, D1, D2, and D3. Among
them, D1 is the request initiator, and D3 is a remote edge
server that is deployed in another subnet. D2 and D3 assist
D1 in executing the DNN query. *ey connect to our
laboratory networks and communicate with each other
using a network library boost.asio. *eir detailed informa-
tion is listed in Table 1. D1 has an i5-5200U CPU (2.20GHz)
and 8GB memory. D2 has an i5-3470 CPU (3.20GHz),
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070, and 8GB memory. D3 has an
i7-9700 CPU (3.00GHz), NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060, and
16GB memory. To evaluate the impact of heterogeneous
network conditions, we set different network configurations,
namely, Net-1 with a bandwidth of 80Mbps and Net-2 with
a bandwidth of 20Mbps, and measure the current network
speed before each offloading [38].

5.1.3. DNN Models. Alex-Net [39] was designed by Hinton,
the winner of the 2012 ImageNet competition, and his
student Alex Krizhevsky. Alex-Net uses an 8-layer neural
network, 5 convolutional layers, and 3 fully connected layers
and contains 630 million links, 60 million parameters, and
650,000 neurons. Res-Net [40] was proposed by Kaiming He
et al. and won the championship in the ILSVRC2015
competition with the 3.57% error rate on top5. Res-Net can
accelerate the training speed of neural networks, and the
accuracy of the model is also greatly improved. VGG-16 [41]
was the runner-up in the ImageNet ILSVRC challenge in
2014. It contains 16 conv/fc layers and features a homo-
geneous architecture that only performs 3× 3 convolutions
and 2× 2 pooling from beginning to end.

(i) Input plan,wait, exe, query;
(ii) Output result;
0 function Offloading():

(1) for i � 1 to plan.length
(2) while wait[plan[i].second]> 0
(3) if formula (10)� � true
(4) update plan[i].second;//change collaboration device
(5) offload(plan[i]);//upload partitions to the corresponding device
(6) update wait;
(7) end if
(8) end while
(9) offload(plan[i]);
(10) end for
(11) result � execute(query);//cooperate with each corresponding device to compute
(12) return result;
(13) End;

ALGORITHM 2: *e CIODE Offloading algorithm.
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5.1.4. Implementation. We experiment with the above
three DNN models. *en we use the four following DNN
execution strategies to execute DNN queries: *e first is
All-at-once: upload the entire DNN model at once. *e
second is Enhanced IONN: it is the follow-up en-
hancement work of IONN [11], one-to-one computing
offloading strategy based on an edge server. It partitions
DNN models based on a penalty factor to reduce the
uploading overhead; and it is the most popular approach
evaluated in practice. *e third is PerDNN [23]: it is a
recent work on DNN offloading. It uses the GPU sta-
tistics of servers to partition DNN models to minimize
the execution latency between the client and the edge
server. *e fourth is CIODE: it is our DNN collaborative
computing strategy based on multiple edge nodes. We
evaluate the efficiency by comparing the execution times
of the above four DNN execution strategies (Section 5.2).
*en, we evaluate the performance of CIODE’s lock
mechanism (Section 5.3). Finally, we experiment under
jittery network conditions (Section 5.4) and compare
their efficiencies under normal network conditions to
reflect their robustness.

5.2. Efficiency Analysis. In order to evaluate the inference
efficiency of CIODE, we compare CIODE with All-at-
once, Enhanced IONN, and PerDNN in different DNN
models with Net-1. A detailed result is listed in Table 2.
With the exception of All-at-once, CIODE takes the least
time to generate the offloading plan in different DNN
models, which is less than 1/3 of Enhanced IONN and
PerDNN. *is is because, unlike the partitioning methods
of Enhanced IONN and PerDNN, our CIODE Planning

algorithm only calculates once to determine the offloading
plan. In terms of time spent in offloading, CIODE achieves
the best results in different DNN models. *e time spent
in the offloading of CIODE is shorter than those of the
other three baselines. *is is also because, instead of trying
to upload more layers like other baselines, CIODE uploads
layers on demand based on delay improvement. In clas-
sification, large models have more parameters that need to
be transmitted between the edge server and the edge node,
so their transmission time is much longer. CIODE avoids
excessive transmission overhead by executing collabora-
tively on multiple edge nodes. So, the classification speed
of CIODE on VGG-16 is faster. Similarly, since small
models have fewer parameters to transmit, CIODE’s speed
advantage of transmitting parameters is insignificant.
*erefore, CIODE achieves similar results to those of
other baselines on Alex-Net and Res-Net. In general,
CIODE achieves the best results in the time spent in the
whole process.

Figure 4 shows the execution time of DNN queries in
four cases: All-at-once, Enhanced IONN, PerDNN, and
CIODE. *e X value of each data point is the order when a
DNN query is raised. *e Y value is the time spent in
executing the DNN query. All-at-once starts to offload the
DNN execution only after the whole DNN is uploaded, so
its query efficiency is low until the uploading is over. On
the other hand, CIODE, Enhanced IONN, and PerDNN
execute partial DNN tasks before the uploading is over, so
the query efficiency is much better while uploading the
DNN model. As shown in Table 2, CIODE requires the
least time to generate the upload plan. Moreover,
according to the offloading plan, the CIODE Offloading
algorithm will upload the layer with the largest delay
improvement first. We observe that the query execution
time of CIODE rapidly decreases first and eventually
reaches the minimal, which is the similar execution time
of All-at-once, Enhanced IONN, and PerDNN when the
uploading is over. It implies that CIODE can obtain ef-
ficiency improvement opportunities earlier than the other
three baselines and can eventually achieve the highest
efficiency.
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New execution time

Waiting time

Request another device

Smart glasses Laptop

Smart glasses

Result

Laptop

Mobile phone

Request
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se
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ue

st

Figure 3: An example scenario of the collaborative execution flow of a single layer.

Table 1: Detailed information of edge devices.

Device CPU GPU Memory
(GB)

D1 i5-5200U (2.20GHz 2.20GHz) No GPU 8
D2 i5-3470 (3.20GHz 3.20GHz) GTX 1070 8
D3 i7-9700 (3.00GHz 3.00GHz) RTX 2060 16
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5.3. Lock Mechanism Performance. Since other baselines
have no mechanism to handle concurrent conflicts, in order
to evaluate the performance of CIODE’s lockmechanism, we
compare CIODE with the Modified Binary Exponential
Backoff (M-BEB) algorithm [42] in different DNN models
with Net-1. M-BEB is a recently proposed scheme for de-
termining backoff time after conflicts in multiple-access. In
this scheme, the default backoff time is linearly increased or
decreased after the request is successful or a conflict occurs,
respectively.

We let D1 repeatedly propose DNN queries for col-
laborative execution when D2 was executing DNN queries
locally. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the average execution
time and the average conflicts of DNN queries in different
models, respectively. Obviously, the average execution

time of M-BEB is longer than that of CIODE (Figure 5(a)).
*is is because M-BEB has more conflicts than CIODE
(Figure 5(b)). *e reason why M-BEB has more conflicts is
that M-BEB randomly waits for some time before repro-
posing the DNN query after a conflict occurs. However,
conflicts may still occur when the DNN query is proposed
again. On the contrary, our CIODE Offloading algorithm
chooses to wait in queue after a conflict occurs instead of
backing off and waiting for the next retry. Moreover,
during the waiting period, the CIODE Offloading algo-
rithm will also determine whether to replace the target
device. In this way, CIODE can significantly reduce the
average amount of conflicts (always less than 1). Similarly,
CIODE’s average execution time is also much less than that
of M-BEB.

Table 2: Time spent in each step with different models (seconds).

DNN models Execution strategy Planning Offloading Classifying Total

Alex-Net

All-at-once — 5.0584 0.1440 5.2024
Enhanced IONN 5.191E− 05 3.0320 0.1839 3.2160

PerDNN 4.107E− 05 2.8233 0.1961 3.0194
CIODE 1.302E− 05 2.2688 0.1882 2.4570

Res-Net

All-at-once — 2.0166 0.0359 2.0525
Enhanced IONN 7.995E− 05 1.3463 0.0905 1.4369

PerDNN 7.024E− 05 1.4251 0.0976 1.5228
CIODE 2.211E− 05 0.6755 0.1041 0.7796

VGG-16

All-at-once — 1.5674 0.1294 1.6968
Enhanced IONN 6.396E− 05 1.1425 0.1499 1.2925

PerDNN 6.508E− 05 1.0207 0.1502 1.1710
CIODE 1.591E− 05 0.7865 0.1417 0.9282
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Figure 4: Execution time of DNN queries in different models. (a) Alex-Net. (b) Res-Net. (c) VGG-16.
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5.4. Robustness. In order to evaluate the robustness concern
of each offloading scheme while a network jitter occurs, we
take D3 to use Net-2, and others use Net-1. *en, we
compare CIODE with All-at-once, Enhanced IONN, and
PerDNN in different models.

Figure 6 shows how our CIODE adapts the change in
heterogeneous network conditions. All-at-once, Enhanced
IONN, and PerDNN are heavily impacted by changes in the
bandwidth when the network between client (D1) and edge
server (D3) is switched from Net-1 to Net-2. *e execution
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Figure 5: Comparison betweenModified Binary Exponential Backoff (M-BEB) and CIODE. (a) Average execution time in different models.
(b) Average conflicts in different models.
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Figure 6: Comparison between normal and network jitters. (a) Alex-Net. (b) Res-Net. (c) VGG-16.
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time of All-at-once increases by 296.7% in Alex-Net, by
300.6% in Res-Net, and by 201.5% in VGG-16. For Enhanced
IONN, the execution time increases by 110% in Alex-Net, by
218% in Res-Net, and by 152.3% in VGG-16. PerDNN in-
creases by 100.5% in Alex-Net, by 192% in Res-Net, and by
151.3% in VGG-16 when the network slows down. On the
other hand, CIODE is not sensitive to network conditions.
*e average execution time increases by 17.3% when
switching from the faster network to the slow one (Net-1 to
Net-2). *is is because the offloading plan generated by our
CIODE Planning algorithm is based on multiple edge nodes
rather than relying only on an edge server. *e change in
communication cost caused by network jitters between the
client and the edge server has a lesser effect on the total
execution time. It also indicates that CIODE takes better
advantage of slower networks by cooperating with multiple
edge nodes in order to improve efficiency.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the Conflict-resilient Incremental
Offloading of Deep Neural Networks at Edge (CIODE) for
improving the DNN inference efficiency at the edge smart
environment. Since CIODE is based on multiple edge de-
vices, CIODE can effectively avoid the influence of unstable
factors and improve the stability of the system. We design a
search algorithm based on graph theory to find the DNN
layers that need to be uploaded, the upload order, and the
collaborative devices on the set of trusted edge devices. We
also design the waiting lock and the invalid lock to handle
concurrency conflict exceptions and ensure the execution
efficiency of DNN applications. Experimental evaluation
shows that CIODE can improve the inference efficiency,
handle concurrency conflict exceptions, and significantly
improve the robustness of the system while ensuring per-
formance. In short, CIODE realizes the possibility of run-
ning more computationally intensive applications in an edge
smart environment by executing DNN applications in
collaboration with multiple trusted edge nodes.
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